What if Noah were a mechanic
in the San Fernando valley?
Or Abraham and Sara were nomadic
merchants driving a semi through
the post-apocalyptic wasteland?

Or the Israelites' Roman oppressors
were actually an alien race?
What if The Prince of Egypt were
crossed with Love, Death & Robots?

This is R A D I A N C E ,
a half-hour, animated sci-fi drama that
reimagines the Old Testament as if it
happened in the space between today's
world and that of a galaxy far, far away.

Although it is based on the Bible, it is
not a "Christian" show. Although it is
animated, it is neither a comedy, nor
intended for children. It is the story of
a family across the centuries, and of
their tumultuous relationship with a
power greater than themselves.

IN THE BEGINNING...
...there was the Great Light, Etha, from which was
born the Multitude of Lights, Ethii. Etha burned and
breathed as a fire throughout sky and sea and earth
alike; and all the Ethii dwelt within his bosom, their
lives as sparks burning in his fire, dancing all together.
All was light and warmth and life, until one Ethia
changed. He asked himself why his light should not be
his alone, and then left the fire of Etha. Thus he grew
dark, cold and heavy, becoming the First Mouth,
Chalax. And Chalax drew down others with him, and
thus the Chalazh descended upon creation.

WORLD

The Semitic worldview in which the Old Testament was
written is famously cyclical: an idea is stated, explained...
and then revisited, looped back upon itself with new
insights every time. Events echo and recur throughout
history, the story deepening with each iteration.
Radiance will follow this structure, weaving distinct but
parallel timelines through each other. The first season
will focus on these three:
First is the NOACHAN cycle, set in Los Angeles in the
very near future. This is not, however, the LA of movie
stars or studio executives or even gangsters, but rather of
its other 99% - construction workers, shop owners,
immigrant families in crowded apartments.

As apocalyptic evil approaches from a distant star, a lone
auto mechanic in the San Fernando valley suddenly
begins to receive visions that warn him of the impending
disaster. With nothing but the strange schematics in his
head and the help of his family, he sets out to save what
he can of the world...

Second is the ABRAHAMIC cycle, set in the postapocalyptic ruins of America. Centuries after the socalled Black Snow fell and consumed almost all life on
Earth, human civilization consists only of nomadic tribes
and occasional outposts in urban ruins. Technology from
the former world - gasoline, batteries, firearms - serves as
the new currency, and those with the ability to transport
or stockpile these resources have the greatest power.

This is also a superstitious world,
where nebulous gods known as Shades are held in both
awe and terror. The Shades can grant great power to
those who serve them - and they can also destroy those
who oppose them. But when a sometime-prostitute falls
under the protection of a wealthy trucker's household,
she finds that there may be other gods at work in the
world as well - ones with a plan for her that she would
never have expected.

Third is the EXILIC cycle, set in a distant future where
humanity is held captive on an alien planet. This planet is
the homeworld of the Rykah: a sentient species both
warlike and sophisticated, not unlike the Spartans of
ancient Greece. The Rykah are not cruel to their human
prisoners, but they are not exactly beneficent either.
Their objective and its underlying philosophy are simple:
to bring peace to all races by uniting them under one
rule, and tolerating no resistance.

But the Rykah have never
before encountered humans quite like Clan Ethiin, who
have served under a different sort of rule for millennia,
and who are well acquainted with tyrants of every kind.
And for their part, the Ethiinites have never faced an
enemy quite like the Rykah, and their bid for freedom
will demand greater faith
and greater sacrifice than
anything their tumultuous
past has prepared them for.

please contact James at
powersjf@gmail.com
for more information

